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INTRODUCTION

In this study we wish to project the results of our questionnaire carried out within the
PROSOCENT project (strengthening social enterprises in the borderline region). The project was
implemented in Hungary and Serbia with the financial support of European Union with the
Interreg-IPA CBC fund. The main aim of the cooperation is to strengthen the position and role of
the social enterprises in both countires’ markets, thus offering people new positions and
possibilities in alternative economy.
To get familiar with the general public’s knowledge and preferences towards social enterprises we
assembled a Hungarian and Serbian questionnaire that we carried out amongst the Hungarian and
Serbian borderline population. The originally targeted group was 500-500 from both countries, yet
in the end more people filled out the questionnaire. We managed to measure the similarities and
differences in both nations. Therefore, the resulting data might show some local characteristics that
must be remarked in the later stages of the project. For the above mentioned, we represent the
data separately for both countries to observe the locational differences.
The layout of this study adjusts to the questions included in the questionaire and shows the
responders’ opinion and preferences towards social enterprises. At first we show the social
background of the responders with a small demographic section, then we carry on to the detailed
analyzing of the responses. In order to navigate this study better and avoid having to read long
lines of data to fimnd the required information we added different diagrams and graphs for a better
data visualizing. To get the most accurate data the most relevant questions of the project are more
thoroughly inspected and examined in more relations.
We provide a summary at the end of the document that includes the summed up essential data. A
recommendation is added to this study which sheds light on the deficiencies and points of
intervention in the aspect of the project goals.
The responders had to fill out the questionnaire, however there were no questions included that
would identify them. The received data is only used for this study; it will not be accessed for any
other purposes or handed over to any third party.

DEMOGRAPHICS
With every questionnaire some personal details of the responder are needed to better localize the
specific circles of reponders – we did so in this case as well.
The responders’ gender distribution is quite balanced, almost to a 50-50% in the respect of both
nations. therefore representation of genders is in an optimal range, without any “dominance” that
would redirect the given answers.
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By looking at the age distribution we can see the over 40% were young adults, around a quarter of
the responders were from the age groups of 31-40 and 41-50 respectively. 11% were in the 51-63
age group. We did not separate the age groups for both countries as we did not find and significant
discrepancy in the result. The received data – in the prospect of the toic aims – was not surprising,
as it is usually the young adults who launch enterprises and open up no new, less known methods
and solutions – compared to the older age groups. Bases on the received answers however, the
social enterprises are not so commonly known within this wide circle, as shown later in this study.
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FIGURE 3. AGE DISTRIBUION OF THE RESPONDERS

We asked about the marital status as well, and we can claim that there were no big differences in
the responses of both countries. Two-thirds are married or are in a relationship, the remainin onethird are single in Hungary, yet in Serbia, 10% of the responders are divorced. The question
showing the biggest difference was regarding the place of residence. While in Hungary the majority
of the responders marked „towns” and “small towns”, three-quarters of the Serbian responders
marked “towns”.
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FIGURE 4. PLACE OF RESIDENCE OF HUNGARIAN RESPONDERS
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FIGURE 4. PLACE OF RESIDENCE OF SERBIAN RESPONDERS

We asked further questions to identify the demographic background, but we plan to show these
results in written from to better identify the more important areas of the research. In regards of
education, most responders are collage or university graduates or have a high school final exam.
Therefore we can assume that the motivation towards entrepreneourship is on a larger scale
amongst those who hold higher educational degrees.
The majority of the responders are currently employed, most of them have full-time jobs, around
10% have part-time or temporary positions.

STATUS OF SOCIAL ENTERPRISES –
QUESTIONNAIRE ANALYSIS
With the fiorst question we wanted to find out how familiar people are with the term “social
enterprise”? The diagram below shows the results.
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From the received data we can show that there is a significant difference in the two countries’
knowledge about the topic. In Serbia social enterprises seem an unknown form as 60.5% of the
responders never heard of them. At the same time, if we combine this result with the “I’ve heard
of it, yet do not know exactly what it means” replies, we see tha 84.8% don’t really know anything
of the subject. In Hungary the statistics are slightly better, as more people (32.1%) are familiar with
the term, yet the remaining 67.9% (meaning two-thirs of the responders) is still unfamiliar with the
concept of social enterprises.
To summarise we can confidently claim that the questionnaire inquires about a rather unkown
form of enterprises.

In the following question we asked the responders about one of the goals of social enterprises –
meaning do they believe that these enterprises were made to serve the benefits of society? To this
simple question the overwhelming response was ‘Yes”. We did not measure a significant difference
in the two countries.
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FIGURE 7. DO YOU BELIEVE THAT AN ENTERPRISE WOULD FUNCTION FOR
THE GOODWILL OF SOCIETY?

In the thirs question we listed 11 statements which the responders had to rate on a scale of 5
(Absolutely not à Absolutely), how they think they characterize social enterprises.
(exact question: „How do you think these statements (may) characterize the social
enterprises?”) The statements were as follows:

-

Provides reasonable wages to its employees
Provides ideal working environment for its emloyees
Supports its emloyees’ development
Employs disadvantaged or diabled people
Provides products/ services to disadvantaged or diabled people
Its activity aims to solve a social problem
Its activity aims to improve the situation of a specific local society
Does not produce any profit
Utilises most of its profit for charity
Utilises all of its profit for charity
Environmentally conscious

We do not have the opportunity to present all received answers in detail as it would exceed the
limits of this study, at the same time we analize and present the most important or most divisive
statements. In the case of two questions the majority could agree and identify with; namely the
ideal working environment and the support of the emloyee’s development (next page).
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FIGURE 8. THE SOCIAL ENTERPRISE PROVIDES IDEAL WORKING
ENVIRONMENT FOR ITS EMLOYEES
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FIGURE 9. THE SOCIAL ENTERPRISE SUPPORTS ITS EMLOYEES’ DEVELOPMENT

From thid data we can conclude that according to most people the main task of a social enterprise
is to help their emloyee’s development and provide ideal environment for them. These statement
are closely linked. A slighty difference is that in Serbia ideal working surroundings are preferred, –
91.4% vs. 83.3%. yet the support of employee development was more important in Hungary 90,9% vs. 87,7%. For these two statements “Absolutely not” was not chosen (except for one
person) and the “Rather not” category was chosen the least – compatred to other statements.
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FIGURE 10. THE SOCIAL ENTERPRISE PROVIDES PRODUCTS/SERVICES FOR
DISADVANTAGED OR DISABLED PEOPLE

The above statement proved to be devisive, as we saw entirely different opinions in Hungary and
Serbia. A positive fact – nobody chose the “Absolutely not” category in this case, whiyh implies
that the responders have a high level of social sensitivity. While the Serbians claim that the social
enterprises should provide products or services to disadvantaged or disabled people, the
Hungarians believe this is only a part of their task.
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FIGURE 11. THE SOCIAL ENTERPRISE DOES NOT PRODUCE ANY PROFIT
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FIGURE 12. QUESTION 3: UTILISES MOST OF ITS PROFIT FOR CHARITY
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FIGURE 13. QUESTION 3: UTILISES ALL OF ITS PROFIT FOR CHARITY

By looking at the above charts we can notice strange correlations in the profit topic. By looking at
the first diagram, we see that the “So-so” replies are most relevant (43.1% in Serbia, 39.6% in
Hungary). At the same time the negative and positive opinions are leveled, but there more of those
who think that the social enterprises produce profit. According to this we asked the people about
the willingness untilizing the profit for charity – first in parts then the whole amount.

The two questions shown similar reply patterns in both countries, but we can see minor differences.
For the forst question 79.5% of the Serbians have a positive opinion, yet in Hungary this amount
was 61.2%, and the number of unsure replies was significantly higet (31.8%). Regarding the
untilization of the entire profit for charity, we received mixed responses, yet the default tendency
is rather negative: in Serbia 52.7%, in hungary 40.8% believe that an enterpirse will not spend its
whole profit on charity causes.
In the fporth question we asked the social benefits of the enterprises’ activity, rather than the social
enterprises themselves.
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FIGURE 14. DO YOU KNOW ANY ENTRERPRISES WHOSE ACTIVITY HAS SOCIAL
BENEFITS?

Based on the feedback, we can claim that more than half os the people don’t know of any
enterprises with socially beneficial activity. We may interpret the asnwers as follows: half of the
responders only know enterprises that operate solely foir its own purposes (and profit). Yet the
other half of the people know not only 1, but more socially beneficial operations, which data is
present in both nations.

Only those who marked “Yes” had to answer the following two questions, so the next two figures
show their responses.
In the 6. question we can see that the Serbian and Hungarian population similarly purchased
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FIGURE 15. HAVE YOU EVER PURCHASED A PRODUCT OR SERVICE FROM A
SOCIAL ENTERPRISE?
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FIGURE 16. IF YOU ANSWERED "YES", WHAT WAS YOUR EXPERIENCE?

products or services from social enterprises, meaning 110-130 people per country. They either had
neutral or positive experiences, as we had more categories at question 7. (Rather bad, Very bad),
none of them vere marked. Al in all we can say that thos who know about social enterprises have
a generally positive remarks of them.

Question 8. was filled out by all perticipants – in this question we asked wheter they would purchase
from an enterprise that has a socially beneficial activity. The willingness to purchase is quite high
in both countries, 10% higher in Hungary than is Serbia.
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FIGURE 17. WOULD YOU PURCHASE A SERVICE OR PRODUCT FROM AN
ENTERPRISE WITH SOCIALLY BENEFICIAL ACTIVITY?

This data should be compared to the next question, which asksabout higher rates in respect of the
social enterprises.

9. Would you be willing to spend more
on products and services that come
from an environmentally friendly
company?
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FIGURE 18. WOULD YOU BE WILLING TO SPEND MORE ON PRODUCTS AND
SERVICES THAT COME FROM AN ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY COMPANY?

We can see that the majority accepts a smaller increase in rates, if the purchase is made from a
socially conscious company – meaning that with their purchase will also benefit society. At the
same time neither countries would accept a 20% increase in rates – though the willingness in Serbia
is slightly higher than in Hungary.
In question 10. we listed the same statements (expect for one) than in the 3rd question, yet this
time in the prospect of what makes social enterprises appealing int heir opinion. As expected, those
statements had the most positive responses that also proved positive at the 3rd question, namely
“Provides ideal working environment for its emloyees” (92%). The second and thirs most positive
attributes are “Provides reasonable wages to its employees” and “Supports its emloyees’
development” (83-83%). The statement linked to the utilization of profit also showed a similar
pattern to thos of the 3rd question. Enterprises using all of their profit for social benefits are not as
popular (40%) than using part of profits for the same cause (two-thirds).
there were two statements that the responders did not mark as an appealing factor, namely “Works
with low rates” and “Does not produce any profit”. In these cases they mostly choose the “So-so”
option (50%, 43%), the rest of the answers were not overlapping. We did not prepare diagrams for
these questions, as they would take too much space in the study and the replies show vast similarity
to the ones in the question 3. Ina ddtion we did not see a significant difference in the asnwers from
Serbia and Hungary, meaning the comparion would not have served more information.

In question 11. we inquired about the sersponers’ attitude towards the environment. As shown
from the graph below the majority consider themselves as environmentally conscious.
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FIGURE 19. DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS?

In the next question we listed 9 statements regarding the environment with simple “Yes” or “No”
reply options. The statements were as follows:
-

I do selective waste collection
I try to limit the number of prepacked groceries/product that I buy
I do not waste water (while brushing teeth, washing dishes, etc.)
I try to use none or few plastic bags fro shopping
I eat less meat in order to protect the environment
I’m vegetarian or vegan
I use public transport or bike instead of using a car
I deenergize electronic devices when I don’t use them (for night, when I travel, etc.)
I try to use less chemicals when cleaning

The responders agreed with most statements, with the biggest ratio of participants chose „ I try to
use none or few plastic bags fro shopping” (SRB: 82,9%; HU: 89,2%) and “I do selective waste
collection” (SRB: 79,2%; HU: 81,9%). we did not see significant discrepancies in either countries,
some statements are more common in Hungary (“I do not waste water” – SRB: 61%; HU: 83,6%),
others in Serbia (“I deenergize electronic devices when I don’t use them” – SRB: 81,9%; HU:
67,9%). two statements were not chosen in large by any of the two countries: “I eat less meat in
order to protect the environment”, “I’m vegetarian or vegan”. To the latter, 11% os Serbians gave
a positive respnonse, this value was 7.1% in Hungary. The amount of those Serbians who try to
limit their meat intake is 37.5%, the amount of Hungarians: 26.5%.

The most divisive statement was “I use public transport or bike instead of using a car” which is
shown on the figure below. We can see that more than half replied “Yes” in both countries, yet
not in the same ratio as at the other statements. This can be expained by the easier mobility and
comfort that comes with using a car, instead of public transport or any other environmentally
friendly means of transportation.
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FIGURE 20. I USE PUBLIC TRANSPORT OR BIKE INSTEAD OF USING A CAR

In question 13. and 14. we asked the participants about environmentally conscious enterprises, in
similar relations to questions 8. and 9. From the received data we can see that in gereal people have
a positive attitude towards these enterprises and they believe that a company they purchase from
should be environmentally responsible .
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FIGURE 21. HOW IMPORTANT IS TO YOU TO BUY FROM AN
ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS COMPANY?

In question 14. we asked about the correlation between environmentaly friendly companies and
the possibility of higher rates. We did not see significant difference in the two countries’ opinion,
the basic tendencies are the same, yet if we look at the charts below we can see one rather noticeable
divergence.
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FIGURE 22. WOULD YOU BE WILLING TO SPEND MORE ON A PRODUCT/SERVICE OF AN
ENVIRONMENTALY CONSCIOUS COMPANY? DATA FROM SERBIA
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FIGURE 23. WOULD YOU BE WILLING TO SPEND MORE ON A PRODUCT/SERVICE OF AN
ENVIRONMENTALY CONSCIOUS COMPANY? DATA FROM HUNGARY

If we look at the cumulated data, around half of the people would be willing to accept a slight raise
in rates if the buy from an environmentally friendly company. the main difference between the two
countires is that in the case of “I would accept a more than 20% higher rate as well” option the
positive replies from Hungary are almost the double of those from Serbia. By this significant
difference we can claim that around one-third of Hungarians can be mobilized towards an
environmentally friendly perspective and by this accept a more significant raise in rates.
Next we added some questions regarding the integration and role of disadvantaged people in
enterpires. Most of the people find it important to integrate more of the disadvantaged, yetsome
people thought differently. The most (67.4%) chose “Rather yes”, and those who believe it is the
ultimate solution make up 30% of the responders.

15. Do you agree with the
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FIGURE 24. DO YOU AGREE WITH THE IMPORTANCE TO SOCIALLY
INTEGRATE MORE DISADVANTAGED PEOPLE?

In the next question we inquired about correlation between inclination towards purchasing and the
integration of the disadvantaged. We did not see significant differences, yet it’s worth to see and
compare the preferences in both countries.

16. Would you be willing to spend more on a
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FIGURE 25. WOULD YOU BE WILLING TO SPEND MORE ON A PRODUCT/SERVICE OF A COMPANY
THAT IMPLEMENTS THE WORKFORCE OF THE DISADVANTAGED? DATA FROM SERBIA
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FIGURE 26. WOULD YOU BE WILLING TO SPEND MORE ON A PRODUCT/SERVICE OF A
COMPANY THAT IMPLEMENTS THE WORKFORCE OF THE DISADVANTAGED? DATA
FROM HUNGARY

In this case around half of the people are willing to spend 5-10% more for a product that was
produced by a disadvantaged worker. The most noticeable difference however shows in the two
highest categories in both countries. In Serbia the second highest ratio is from those that are willing
to spend 10-20% more for a product or service, yet in Hungary the ratio id the two highest
categories is leveled – not as significant than at the replies regarding environmental consciousness.
If we look at the two question groups we can see that in Serbia the implementation of the
disadvantaged is very slighty more popular than environmental consciousness, yet the situation in
Hungary is the other way around.
The following two ‘yes or no’ questions were as follows:
•

17. Do you think the nation should support enterprises that have socially beneficial roles?

•

18. Do you think the local governments should support enterprises that have socially beneficial roles?

We do not think it’s important to present the replies in diagrams, as in the case of both Hungary
and Serbia around 98% of responders marked the “Yes” option on both cases.

In question 19. we asked “How the socially beneficial enterprises should be supported?” We listed
five statements, the responders could decide which one they chose, not chose, or they could give
their own individual opinion.
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FIGURE 27. REDUCED TAXES OR REDUCED CONTRIBUTIONS

Both nations decisively found tax and contribution reductions as the main support for social
enterprises.
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FIGURE 28. NON-REFUNDABLE BUSINESS STARTUP SUPPORT

The second most popular choice was the non-refundable support for launching new enterprises
with around two-thirs supporting this solution.
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FIGURE 29. INCREASING THE POPULARITY OF SOCIALLY BENEFICIAL
ENTERPRISES
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FIGURE 30. PROVIDING DISCOUNT RENTAL RATES ON BUSINESS PREMISES

About the same amout of responders opt and decline the two above mentioned support options.
Only one category remains that both counties rather decline, namely small interest rate credits.
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FIGURE 31. SLOW INTEREST RATE CREDITS

The questions Hungarians mostly decline the possibility of slow interest rate credits, compared to
the Serbians. This might be explained with bad experience which defined a large percent of
Hungarian population in the early 2000s.
It is worth looking at the individual recomendations that some responders gave:
“The products should belong to a different VAT-category, and the use the incoming VAT to support the
disadvantaged.”
“If it (the enterprise) utilizes all of its profit to solve social issues and support the disadvantaged, the government
should help them by reducing their taxes and contributions, the local government should offer them premises.”
„The enterprises should be made economically interested in supporting disadvantaged people. A separate
employment registry office should be established, some contributions and bureaucratic charges should be lifted.”
Summing up the above mentioned we can see that the majority of people believe that the best
influencing force for the social enterprises is lowering the taxes, contributions and other
bureaucratic rates. Those that provided their own choice highlighted the support and intergration
of the disadvantaged. As we understand, they believe that one of the best profiles of social
enterprises would be this action.

In question 20. we asked the responders to estimate the percentage of enterprises serving social
benefits. As we did not provide concrete numbers we received quite various replies, yet it beacem
clear that the people – confirming their previous replies to the first topic of the questionaire – do
not know the exact response to this question either.
Most participants (around 25% in both countries) estimated 5%. Hungarian responders marked %,
20% and 30% in 20-10-10% ratio, in Serbia 20% and 30% were estimated in 20-10% ratio, in
addition 10% of the participants added 2% and 15%.
In question 21. we wished to know wheter they think the number of these enterprises will increase
in the future? The responses were quite positive, in Serbia 89.3% voted yes – this idea was a bit
more pessimistic in Hungary, as 78.5% believes the number of social enterprises will show an
increase in the future.
In the nex question we wanted to know if the participants had their own enterprise to begin with..
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FIGURE 32. ÁBRA. DO YOU AT THE MOMENT HAVE ANY ENTERPRISES?

As we saw the majority does not have any enterprises, therefore we received little data for the
following two questions. We wished to know wheter the owned enterprise can be considered as a
social one, and if so, then what is the reason behind it. Only 3 Serbian participants said ‘party yes’,
the rest was not or unsure. 16 people from Hungary replied the same, when listing the reasons they

claimed: “we work with volunteers and the disadvanteged”, “we use envireonmentally conscious technologies”, “We
actively participate in any causes (for free) that aim to help children and our nature.”, “We spread the importance of
financial culture, especially highlighting financial self-care.”.
In question 25. we wanted to know if the responders planned to launch new enterprises. The
discrepancy between the two countries was the largest in the case of this topic.

25. Do you plan to launch an enterprise
in the future?
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FIGURE 33. DO YOU PLAN TO LAUNCH AN ENTERPRISE IN THE FUTURE?

The date show that Hungarian participants have quite more willingness for startup enterprises than
the Serbians. The numberical data received from both countries is almost reciprocal to each other.
Quite possibly those Hungarians filled out the questionnaire who had a will to start an enterprise
to begin with, therefore symphatized with the topic. This fact might prove useful when analyzing
the replies for the following question, as we wanted to know if the participant launched an
enterprise which factors would be most important for him/her.
As expected from the previous answers, the responders supported the same statements that
concerned the employees. As both countries had similar views, the following diagrams show the
collective data from Serbia and Hungary.
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FIGURE 34. QUESTION 26. PROVIDING ADEQUATE WORKING ENVIRONMENT FOR
MY EMPLOYEES
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FIGURE 35. QUESTION 26. SUPPORTING THE DEVELOPMENT OF MY EMLOYEES

The most widely accepted statement – being the setting of a good working environment – leads
the list with 97%. 92% voted for supporting the development of their emloyees. The views of the
two nations were quite similar until this point; in the following questions we can see how differently
they value specific statements.
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FIGURE 36. QUESTION 26. EMPLOY DISABLED AND DISADVANTAGED PEOPLE

As shown from the chart, Hungarian people would be least likely to emloy disadvantaged or
disabled people, only 39.3% of the responers finds this matter important. The most popular
category was “So-so”, meaning they would not exclude the people with special working abilities,
yet they need specific conditions for employing them. One-fifith of the participants calimed that it
is not an important factor to integrate the disadvantaged. On the other hand the Serbians find it
prominently important to employ them, which contradicts the data collected in Hungary.
These numbers prove quite intriguing as 84.7% of the Hungarian responders plan to launch an
enterprise in the near future, yet possibly none of them would focus on socially of physically
disadvantaged people.
The next statement shows a rather different outcome in regards of the two counties’ statistics.
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FIGURE 37. QUESTION 26. SOLVE A SOCIAL ISSUE

As per the figure, the future Hungarian enterprises will not put the focus on solving social issues.
Though the support for this statement is slightly better than that of the previous one, as more than
half of the participants (57.9%) believe in the importance of solving social issues, yet it still seems
inferior to the Serbian amount of 98.9%. If someone launched an enterpirse in this Northern
Balkan country, we believe its primary goal would be solving social isses.
For the next statement however, the tendencies changed, meaning that it is more characteristic in
Hungary.
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FIGURE 38. QUESTION 26. ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS OPERATION

Based on the received data it appears that environmentally conscious operation is a cardinal
question for Hungarians. 88.3% them believe that its important for enterprises to correspond with
nature. On the contrary only 21.3% of Serbians believe in the importance of environmental
consciousness. The previously claimed willingness to launch new enterprises indicates that they
would put a large emphasis on nature preservation – along with provising ideal working
environments and supportin their employees’ development. We cannot conclude the same to
Serbia, as the willpower towards new enterprises is quite low; therefore these results prove
hypothetical compared to the Hungarian data.
The last two questions were about possible startup enterprises and social factors. In question 27.
we wanted to know – as a quasi-confirmation – if people could adapt to social goals if they started
a new enterprise.

27. How important would be to - even partly serve a social purpose in case you decided to
launch an enterprise?
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FIGURE 39. HOW IMPORTANT WOULD BE TO - EVEN PARTLY - SERVE A SOCIAL PURPOSE IN
CASE YOU DECIDED TO LAUNCH AN ENTERPRISE?

This chart shows that the Serbians are more commited to serve a social purpose, even though it is
not the sole basis of the initiative. the Hungarians claimed that they also accept to a certain measure
if their potential enterprise partially supports a social cause.
In the last question we did not ask about the prioritizing of duties while launching an enterprise,
but we wished to know the responders’ personal motives. We asked wheter they would work for a
business that serves a social cause.
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FIGURE 40. WOULD YOU GLADLY WORK FOR A BUSINESS THAT SERVES A SOCIAL CAUSE?

From the diagram we can see that in both cases the responders share the same ideas when it comes
to working for a socially beneficial enterprise. Most of them would gladly work for such a company,
only a little amount of the particians claimed that they do not care about this aspect of the business
they are working in. This data reveals an interesting difference: when the Hungarian employees
look at job offers they value those companies more that serve some social aims. Then again if they
wish to launch their own business, serving social benefits seems suddenly less appealing.

SUMMARY
On the previous pages we introduced the results of a questionnaire that would not have been
implemented without the support of the European Union. Without this possibility the countries
of Hungary and Serbia would have missed a great cooperating possibility. It is highly important to
learn the ideas of nations living next to one another, especially in regards of socially active
enterprises. The results clearly show that in some aspects of the project there is a great harmony of
ideas for both nations, yet there are some specific corner points where the opinions differ on the
two sides of the border.
Research about social enterprises is a novelty both in Hungary and Serbia. The existing enterprises
however show that it is worth looking into this subject, as they support the progression of local
economy while realizing social benefits.
Our questionnaire shows that these businesses and their actions have not yet been included in
public awareness. At the same time even without any previous knowledge people can estimate their
characteristics quite well. Based on this research it is worth to consider other programs that target
a larger community and spread the knowledge about social enterprises.

